Two
The Saxon Yoke
he beginning of the fourteenth century saw the Welsh and English striving
to achieve a modus vivendi. The Welsh in the March had already coexisted
uncertainly with the English for generations. Edward I’s consolidation of
English power in Wales now meant that the Welsh of the north and west also had to
come to terms with their new subordinate status.
After its conquest by Edward, Wales was comprised of Crown lands and Marcher
lordships. About forty Marcher lordships existed of varying sizes. Edward had created
four new ones in the north-east but most were long established. Glamorgan, Brecon,
Powys and Denbigh were each as large as a county but most of the others, especially
those like Cemais, Narberth and Huntington, were a fraction of that size. The Crown
kept custody of some, either permanently, like Builth and Montgomery, or occasionally and temporarily, like Iscennen and Moldsdale, but these were then usually leased
to a neighbouring lord. The other lordships were independently governed by their
lords and virtually without regard to the king and parliament of England. Their lords
were fiercely protective of this independence. They resisted any attempt by the Crown
to impose unity upon them and they could set and enforce their own laws to a great
extent. This independence inevitably gave rise to practices that were anomalous to
those in England. An inhabitant of one lordship was considered an alien in another.
Men outlawed in one, even for serious crimes, would seek and be given protection
(called ‘advowry’) with the lord of another, often merely on the payment of a small
fee. To move safely from one lordship to another, officers required safe-conducts in
the form of ‘Letters of the March’. Disputes between lordships were discussed on their
borders at meetings called ‘Love Days’ or ‘Days of the March’. Goods and animals
were often moved across borders at the connivance of one lord to avoid their distraint
for the non-payment of fines or taxes by another.
The Marcher lordships were almost all held by leading English families. Some
of these families had been in Wales for years; others were newly arrived, having
obtained their lordships either as a royal gift or through marriage. The lordship of
Powys, for example, was acquired by the Charltons through their marriage into the
family of its former native rulers. On the other hand, the four new lordships Edward
had created after the conquest were given by him as rewards to some of his prominent
English supporters. During the fourteenth century, the lordships, through marriage,
extinction of the family line, penury or forfeiture, gradually became concentrated in
fewer hands. At the beginning of the century, the forty or so lordships were held by
some two dozen English families; by 1370 they were held by only fifteen. Towards
the end of the century, the two dominant Marcher families were those of Mortimer
and fitzAlan. The Mortimers alone held sixteen of the lordships and the fitzAlans had
four substantial ones in the north-east. Each family would earn more than £2,000 a
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